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It’s of important significance to develop digital library in information era. 
However, there isn’t any explicit stipulation about the problems relating to copyright 
during the operational process of digital library in the current copyright law of the 
People’s Republic of China. How to define the scope of fair use involved in digital 
library’s operational process is the very question to be investigated in this paper. 
Besides preface and conclusion, this paper consists of four chapters: 
Chapter one presents an overview to digital library with a definition of digital 
library, differentiations from traditional library, and functions of non-profit digital 
library in supplying information and popularizing cultural education, etc. Then the 
important significance to develop digital library in information era is pointed out to be 
a logic foundation on which the urgent necessity of legal regulations against the social 
relations derived from digital library can be proposed. 
Chapter two illustrates dilemmas confronted in the fair use of digital library as 
well as the reasons contributing to the existence of fair use. First, the connotations, 
jurisprudence groundwork, and judging criterion of fair use is introduced briefly; then 
it’s proposed that the dilemmas of fair use in digital library results from the extensive 
adoptions of technological protection measures and net-contracts; finally reasons for 
the existence of fair use are analyzed from four aspects to demonstrate the significant 
importance to retain fair use system in digital library. 
Chapter three probes into the fair use problem involved in the operational 
processes of digital library, namely the digitalization process of library collections, 
collection process of internet resource, internet browse and interlibrary loan from both 
the construction and utilization angles of digital resource. 
Chapter four suggests ways to better improve fair use system in digital library in 
China by initiating an indication about the attitudes to be adopted towards fair use in 
digital library and then following with some tentative proposals to enhance fair use 
system in digital library by copyright law of the People’s Republic of China from 
aspects of both legislation style and content. 
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往因为馆藏的空间有限而无法保存巨量的文献。美国国会图书馆馆藏总计 1 亿 2
千万件，包括 1800 万册图书、1200 万幅照片、400 万幅地图、200 万盘录音录
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像带和 5000 万份手稿，书架总长超过 500 英里，而且这些收藏每日还要增加 1
万件。①而数字技术的采用使得数字图书馆不用为馆藏空间发愁。与纸质文献相
比，数字化信息体积小、存贮密度高、信息量大，如 1 张光盘可存储 1 千兆字节，






















                                                 
① Digital Libraries：Universal Access to Human Knowledge[EB/OL]. 
http://www.ccic.gov/pubs/pitac/index.html，2006-01-03. 
② 魏国韩.论高校图书馆纸质文献的数字化[J].情报探索，2004，（1）：10. 
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